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ABSTRACT
 
The goal of this project is to design and develop an oh-line manual that
 
wi11 serve as a reference tool for teachers, administrators, school board
 
members, parents, and interested community members who have an interest in
 
creating an effective Technology Use Plan. As an on-line manual,the project is
 
accessible through the World Wide Web,from the Riverside, Inyo, Mono,and
 
San Bernardino County Califdrnia Technology Assistance Project home page
 
(http://163.150.7.51/RIMS/RIMShome.html). The project provides suggestions
 
and guidelines, based on educatiohal research,of how to create, implement,
 
and sustain a TUP, particularly at the site level. It addresses the needsofthose
 
schools that are trying to bridge the gap between technology acquisition and
 
the implementation pftechnology for educational goals. In addition to providing
 
basic guidelines for the creation ofan effective TUP,the project includes URLs
 
ofsample TUPs,surveys for determining current uses and future technology
 
needs, and Internet acceptable use policies. This project reflects the position
 
that TUPs must beputcome-based,specifying what students and staff should
 
be able to do with technology to meet educational goals, as is consistent with
 
the research..
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CHAPTERONE
 
INTRODUCTIoisi
 
It is the gbal of American eduGationto prepare children to be involved
 
and productive citizens ofthe future. All students should be equipped to
 
succeed in a fluidy information-rich sdciety. A new way of educating is
 
necessary to meet the newforms of work needed in the business world ofthe
 
nearfuture(Reigeluth, 1992). More importantly, new approaches are needed to
 
meet the needs and concerns ofour students, and to prepare them for active
 
citizenship in a global, information-rich society(Wagner,1993).
 
Educational reform comesfrom the reajizatibn that current instructional
 
systerhs are hot adequately pfeparing students. A major revolution in the way
 
instruction end assessment are performed has begun. This reform effort is
 
being driven both by grassroots efforts and by national and state policy
 
changes. Educators are looking for a new kind ofschool to meet the
 
educational challengesfaced by today's students. They are Ipokingfor a
 
school "designed for[earning, rather than teaching"(Peck& Dorricott, 1994).
 
Cohstructivist learning theory indicates thatstudents learn best through
 
meaningful interactions with the world around them,which develop critical
 
thinking and problem solving skills. By arriving ata personally meaningful
 
understanding of issues,students'become adept at the learning process,and
 
find learning to be motivational and rewarding(Bagley& Hunter, 1992).
 
Educational technoiogy will enable the Greatton of an environment where
 
teachers guide learners as they construct new knowledge for themselves. This
 
technology can foster new teaching and learning opportunities which will
 
provide essential thinking skills to the next generation of adults. Strommen and
 
Lincoln(1992)suggest that principled changes in the curriculum are needed to
 
improve our nation's schools, and effective technology must be a part ofthese
 
changes.
 
Throughoutthe educational system,there is a lack of awareness of
 
effective uses oftechnology in today's schools(Strommen & Lincoln, 1992).
 
This system-wide, or systemic,failing has left American schools behind in a
 
techhology-rich environment. Technology is a critical elementfor student
 
achievement of world class standards,allowing students to access information,
 
manipulate data and express ideas to ah authenticaudience(Bellingham,
 
H-996).
 
Too often, technology is simply seen as an additional subject, or an add
 
on to the regular set of instructional objectives. The effective use oftechnology,
 
however,can support and promote new educational systems involving student-

centered classrooms,interactive instruction, real-world problem solving,and
 
multidisciplinary studies(Transforming, 1995). The goal oftechnology in the
 
educational system Is to improve all types ofteaching and learning through the
 
infusion Of technology. Technology infusion, however, must be planned for, so
 
that it is an integral part ofthe instructional goals and is integrated into the
 
curriculum.
 
The Technology Use Plan(TUP)is an integral part of effective school
 
improvement plans. It does not exist in isolation, rather, it is a part of the
 
schoors comprehensive plan for student learning. Despite the fact that most
 
schools now own computers and other technology, many districts and schools
 
do not yet have current, comprehensive technology plans as a component of
 
their statement of educational goals.
 
Creating an effective TUP can be difficult. There arefew practical guides
 
that a school can obtain that can provide information as to how to plan for
 
technology infusion. Although there are educational institutions which have
 
successfully addressed technology and educational reform issues,these
 
schools are often seen asflukes. Many technology leaders believe that these
 
institutions were able to make the leap from ordinary to the extraordinary only
 
through the infusion of money and with the help ofexpert consultants. The
 
majority of educational institutions do not have the time, money,or know-how to
 
implementsuch sudden educational reform efforts(Pondiscio, 1996).
 
The Technology Use Plan is really a misnomer.The goal ofthe Plan is
 
not to specify how to use technology; rather, it is to determine how technology
 
will be used to support curriculum and educational goals. Technology tools
 
must be integrated into the regular curriculum in a manner which helps improve
 
students' understanding of instructional concepts and themes(Bellingham,
 
1996). The plan should Include not only provisions for technology applications
 
which will help students to meet instructional objectives, but also provisions for
 
teaching students how to search for relevant technology applications on their
 
own.
 
This project addresses the needs ofthose schools that are attempting to
 
bridge the gap between technology acquisition and implementation of
 
technology for educational goals. The final project consists of an on-line
 
manual detailing the steps in creating an effective Technology Use Plan at the
 
elementary site level. The Internet, as the largest data resource available,is a
 
logical place to distribute this project. Therefore the project is presented on the
 
World Wide Web as an HTML document,currently best viewed with Netscape
 
Navigator, entitled "Designing a Technology Use Plan." Within the web
 
document,there will be links to sites that provide information and research
 
about educational technology and its role in the curriculum. In addition to the
 
guidelinesfor the creation of an effective Technology Use Plan,the project will
 
include sample TUPs,surveys for determining current uses and future
 
technology needs, Internet acceptable use policies, and examples of
 
technology-rich curricular lessons which can be viewed and/or downloaded for
 
use.
 
Schools or districts that are interested in creating a plan for the
 
integration oftechnology in the curriculum can access this project directly off
 
the disk or over the World Wide Web using a browser program. This project
 
provides suggestions and guidelines, based on educational research, of how to
 
create, implement, and sustain technology-driven systemic reform. It provides a
 
wayfor sites to implementtechnology in the total school system, rather than
 
using technology as a mere add-on. Schools that follow the steps prbvided in
 
this project for the creation ofa Technology Use Plan will not only have an
 
articulated plan for technology infusion, but will have a cpjiaborative vision and
 
a systematic method for reaching their educational technology goals.
 
This project reflects the position that TUPs must be outcome-based,
 
specifying what students and staff should be able to do with technology to meet
 
educational goals. Ideally, technologyshould be a transparent part ofthe
 
curriculum. At the highest level of technology implementation, students have
 
access to and knowledge of a variety oftechnoiogy tools, and they use those
 
technology tools to solve authentic problems. In this project, technology is
 
presented as a vehicle for"information queries, problem solving, and/or
 
product development"(Moersch, 1995).
 
CHAPTER TWO
 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
 
CONSTRUCTIVIST LEARNING: RREPARIIMG FOR THE FUTURE
 
There is widespread dissatisfaetion with the current educational system.
 
The national community is beginning to acknowledge that new knowledge
 
about teaching and learning must become a part ofa revised educational
 
system in Order to reflect the conditions and needs oftoday's global community
 
(Anderson, 1993). Those students whocan think critically and creatively,solve
 
complex problems,and utilize technology wilt be successful in the world of the
 
future. Improving teaching and learning must address a wide range of issues,
 
including management structure,finance, student assessment,and curriculum
 
(Bellingham, 1996).
 
In the past ten years, there have been many studies that have shown
 
that American students,functioning in an outdated educational system, have
 
fallen further and further behind their peers in the world community when it
 
comes to critical thinking, communication,and problem solving skills(Walberg,
 
1990). Apparently,the traditional forms ofeducation are not meeting the needs
 
of America's students.
 
Despite the fact that the business community now is more interested in
 
hiring people who know how to learn, our system ofteaching is still producing
 
graduates who simply know facts. Higher level thinking skills cannot be taught
 
in the same way that basic math facts are taught. Students need to develop
 
critical thinking skills on their own,through experiences guided by the instructor
 
(Peck and DOrricott, 1994). Students learn more when they are placed In a
 
student- centered environment where collalDorative learning of authentic tasks
 
takes place(Nicaise & Barnes, 1996). This process is referred to as
 
cohstrUctivist learning.
 
Constructivist learning theory States that knowledge'Is a function of how
 
the individual creates meaning from his or h#experiences''(JOnassen et al,
 
1995, p. 11). This is in direct contrast to objectlvlst learning theory,which
 
assumes that the world is structured, and the goal ofthe learner is to reflect
 
reality as presented by the teacher. ConstruGtivists believe that people actively
 
seek knowledge and construct meaning from their experiences. This theory of
 
learning through innate goals and curiosities was made popular by Jean Piaget
 
In the 196P's(Nicaise & Barnes, 1996).
 
Cognitive psychology, which encompasses constructivism,suggests that
 
greater learning occurs when students deal with real-world situations(Nicaise
 
& Barnes, 1996). Communication and collaboration are important aspOcts of
 
cognitive growth in the constructivist view. Students learn to critically analyze
 
concepts as they express ideas, ask questions, and dialogue about authentic
 
problem solving situations. This leads to improved cognitive growth,as well as
 
better social and comrnunicatlon skills(PepI & Scheurman, 1996).
 
In the Gonstructivist view, learning is a natural process, usually directed
 
by the learners themselves as they seek to understand the world and their own
 
place within that world. Rhodes(1995)says that learners do this by taking in
 
information from their interactions with the world and constructing new
 
understandings. These new understandings must build upon whatthe learners
 
already know,and the ideas must connect to their world,The learners test their
 
new understandings with continued interactions with their environment,
 
increasing their ability to solve problems intelligently. In the process of
 
assimilation, students'ideas become more complex and povyerful, and learners
 
develop insight into how they think and learn(Strommen & Lincoln, 1992).The
 
ideas and insight that students develop are"active" khowledge, in that students
 
can use the information in new situations(Jonassen et al, 1995). According to
 
constructivist learning theory, students learn best when they work together to
 
become a group of scholars, where they master new knowledge, critically
 
examine their beliefs, and engagein a personally meaningful questfor
 
understanding(Jonassen et al, 1995).Thus,the goal of an educational system,
 
according to constructivist theory, is to demonstrate to students how to
 
construct meaning on their own(Cunningham,1991).
 
Although the focus ofthe learning experience is on the student, this
 
does not mean that the teacher does not have a role. Teachers must be coach
 
and:resource person for their students, providing structure and actively
 
encouraging appropriate performance(Means& Olson, 1994). They are the
 
power behind the learning,for they foeus the students' attention, suggest
 
options to explore, intervene when necessary,and providefeedback(Brandt,
 
According to Jones, Valdez, Nowakowski , and RasmusSen(1996, p. 7),
 
there are seven variables which indicate that effective teaching and learning
 
are occurring:
 
1. Students are engaged in authentic and multidisciplinary tasks.
 
2. Assessment is based upon students'performance of real tasks.
 
3. Students participate in interactive modes ofinstruction.
 
4. Students work collaboratively.
 
5. Students are grouped heterogeneously.
 
6. The teacher is a facilitator in learning.
 
7. Students learn through exploration.
 
These observable variables indicate the presence ofa constructivist learning
 
environment which encourages active participation in learning.
 
TEGHNQLOGYAS CONSTRUCTIVIST LEARNING TOOL
 
In the constructivist environment,technology has a chance to exert a
 
significant impact on teaching and learning. In this environment,technology
 
facilitates classroom experiences which emphasize the skills necessary for
 
success in the future: critical thinking, collaboration, compromise,and
 
communication (National Academy of Sciences, 1995). As classrooms move
 
awayfrom the didactic approach,the role oftechhoiogy has expanded to
 
support cornpiex rnuitidiscipjinary tasks, authentic assessment,and
 
collaborative learning(Means& Olsoni 1994); IdeMiy, technology should be a
 
transparent part ofthe curriculurh: At the highest level oftechnology
 
implementation, technology is perceived as a process, product, and tool to help
 
students approach learning from new directions, and solve authentic problems
 
related to an identified real-world problem or issue (Hill, 1996).
 
Technology,in the past, was used for isolated activities rather than
 
being an integrated part ofthe regular curriculum. There was no identifiable
 
link between technology and instructional objectives such as higher order
 
thinking skills, analysis,and problem solving(Moersch, 1995). If, however,
 
technology is integrated into the curriculum, it becomes a tool to learn ideas
 
and skills in all ofthe content areas,as well asa means by which students can
 
become actively involved in their own learning(Bagley& Hunter, 1992).
 
One prime reason for the infusion oftechnology into schools is that it
 
can improve the quality and quantity of students' critical thinking and problem
 
solving skills. Research indicates that computersand other technologies are
 
effective, creative tools for active learners, when used asa transparent part of
 
a school system (Transforming, 1996). Technology should be a means or
 
attaining our goal of improved learning outcomes, not an end in itself:
 
According to Rhodes(1995),technology should be considered an enablerfor
 
the new roles and relationships in education called for by reform efforts. Many
 
eduGational reform^ such as Goals2000and the Coalition of
 
Essential Schools, place a''strong emphasis on improving teaching and
 
learning through the use of educational technology"(NT Plan Summary,1995).
 
Although educators have long known that constructivist learning is the
 
ideal, they have been unable to apply it efficiently in the classroom (Staff,
 
1994). With technology,thefocus of instruction is able to shiftfrom teacher­
;centered to student-centered. Students can use extensive resources while
 
performing "authentic, hands-on inquiry related to a problem, issue or theme"
 
(Moersch, 1995). Through the Internet, a multi-platform collection of linked
 
computer networks that allows users to access and share vast amounts of data
 
and other resources,students can access thousands of databases of
 
information, many containing primary sources and works by experts in various
 
fields(Williams, 1996). In addition, collaboration is encouraged through the
 
use oftechnology. Students often work together and learn from each other,
 
rather than having the teacher be the sole source of information. When working
 
collaboratively, each student brings his or her own perspective and abilities to
 
the group,and the end product often reflects an understanding of more than
 
one point of view,as well as a more complete understanding ofthe content
 
(Hertzke& Olson, 1994).
 
Well-designed educational technology can push students into engaging
 
in problem solving and critical thinking, and encourage them to formulate and
 
test opinions and hypotheses. Because information on the Internet is available
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from a variety of sources and contains a variety of biases,students are forced
 
to analyze and evaluate the quality and credibility ofthe information they
 
access(Carvin, 1996). This critical thinking skill is deyeloped through ma
 
interactions as students explore and construct meaning from the many
 
resourGes available(Cady& McGregpr, 1996). Productivity tools such as
 
desktop publishing, databases,spreadsheets,and multimedia authoring
 
programs allow students to gather, evaluate, and communicate information in
 
ways that reflect their own tastes and personaiity(Means& Olson,1994).
 
Educational technology frees students tofocus on analyzing, hypothesizing,
 
and synthesizing. According to B. Giffofd, infhe Educom Review Roundtable
 
discussion (Staff, 1994),students become engaged participants in their own
 
learning, rather than passive recipients of knowledge.
 
Technology gives learners access to chajlengihg material and gives
 
them the abiiity to tackle complex assignments that would not have been
 
feasible without the help oftechnology. Students are able to engage Content
 
that would not previously have been available until much later in their academic
 
lives, and the answers to their inquiries are not limited by the teacher's
 
knowledge(Means& Olson, 1994).Asthey grow in technological skill, students
 
spohtaneously attempt more difficult assignments, knowing that technology can
 
enhance whatthey produce. Teachers and students alike develop higher
 
expectations (It's Not Where, 1995).
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 ; TechnolGgy dan expose students to ebncept^ that would otherwise be
 
too expensive or too dangerous(Dyrli & Kinnaman, 1995). It can allow them to
 
contact and interact with geographically remote areas. Communications
 
technology allows students to speak with and/or correspond With experts in
 
almost any field. In addition, they can actively engage in activities with other
 
students around the world, participate in global projects, and share information
 
with others. The Internet makes resourcesfrom around the world, including
 
primary source materials, available to students(Sellers, 1994). Hypertext
 
multimedia gives learners the opportunity to follow associative links as they
 
investigate a topic. The type of information students access and the way they
 
access it is determined by the learner. Students can browse, or they can target
 
specific information; Teachers,as coaches,can help students explore their
 
own interests, as well as providing project opportunitiesthat help students meet
 
specific curricular goals. In any or all ofthese ca$es,the learning experience
 
has more depth and breadth than is available without technology,and the
 
studentis responsible for exploring and constructing meaning.
 
The primary role oftechnology in the classroom is asfacilitator.
 
Students can use technology to facilitate their own learhihg, and become more
 
actively involved in their education. Teachers may use technology to facilitate
 
routine administrative tasks, and provide additional curricular experiencesfor
 
their students. According to Bagley and Hunter(1992),the role of the teacher
 
is to guide and empower students to discover on their own the concepts
 
' ^ is' Vv-' ■ : 
necessary to fully understand a project, and to provide a forum for students to
 
exhibit their understanding In a meaningful way.
 
With the theories of constructivist learning as a backdrop,technology
 
should be viewed as a tool for engaged learning in meaningful projects.
 
Students learn best when constructing projects thatdemonstrate their
 
understanding, and technology is the most authentic wayfor students to
 
research, design, analyze,and evaluate their projects (It's Not Where, 1996). It
 
provides the immediacy that students are familiar with in this information age
 
(Strommen, 1992). The goal is notfor students to become experts in any
 
particular software package, butfor students to feel that modern technology is
 
both useful and accessible.
 
Technology tools must be integrated into the regular curriculum in a
 
manner that helps improve students'understanding of instructional concepts
 
and themes(Etchison, 1994). The school must not only provide technology
 
applications which will help students to meet instructional objectives, but also
 
teach students how to search for relevant technology applications on their own.
 
Use oftechnology helps to shift the educational focus to gaining new
 
knowledge,along with interpreting, applying, and presenting that knowledge.
 
ACGGrding to Muir(1994),"if students find learning moreinteresting and
 
engaging as a result of creating an interactive project, then computers have
 
served their purpose. If students become more enthusiastic about research-

because they know that their final report is going to look good and be fully
 
interactive—then computers have made a valuable contribution to the
 
educational process."
 
THEINTERNET:A TOOL FOR THE WORLDWIDE DISTRIBU OF
 
INFORMATION
 
The Internet was begun in the early 1970's. Originally, it was designed
 
to connect the United States Department of Defense computer and
 
communications networks with various other radio and satellite networks. In
 
the 1980's, everyone was allowed access to the Internet network, if they had
 
the correct hardware and software, yhiversities soon became "vyired", or
 
connected to the Internet, and,as graduates entered the economy,they
 
encouraged the businesses that employed them to become connected aswell
 
(Williams, 1996). Many people have supported moving this technologyinto
 
secondary and elementary schools to promote access to information and an
 
awareness of current technology.
 
According to the Internet Society,(1996), more than thirty thousand
 
schools had access to the Internet by June of 1995. Researchers estimate
 
that there were 9.5 million computers providing resources and data on the
 
Internet by January of 1996,and there were 75,000 World Wide Web hosts as
 
well (Lottor, 1996). the World Wide Web(WWW)is simply a distributed
 
collection of servers which connect"pages"through hyperlinks, or clickable
 
pointers(Williams, 1996). AA/eb pages cah contain text and graphics, as well
 
  
 
 
 
as animation, audio and video clips(Cady&lyicGregor, 1996). Hypertext
 
links allow an intuitive exploratidn of tppic of interest with minimal search and
 
retrieval time.
 
Williams(1996)provides several reasonswhy students should use
 
technology,including the Internet, as a part of their educational experience.
 
These include:
 
• The Internet provides real world examples of integrated knowledge.
 
• Use of technology facilitates collaborativelearning.
 
• The Internet provides opportunities for telementoringi
 
• The Ihternet is racially, sexually, feligiously, and culturally blind.
 
• Technology can cater to differences between learners.
 
The World Wide Web(WWW)is one ofthe largest source of published
 
Information in the world. With little experience,anyone can publish documents
 
on the www.With the amount ofinformation available, it is importantfor
 
searchers to be able to locate the information they are seeking quickly and
 
easily. Therefore, it isImportant that documents published on the WWW be
 
simple to understahd, intuitive to follow, ahd effective in design(Fisher, 1996).
 
Graphics-laden web pages take significantly longer to load, and searchers who
 
are interested in technoiogy planhing inforrnation are uhlikely to waitto s if
 
the site is useful. Sites that scrbll for many pages are laborious to read arid
 
difficult to follow,so thejudicious segmenting of information is desirable
 
(Glover, 1996). To keep readersfocused on the information provided, colors
 
and graphics should not be distracting. All ofthe rules of page layout in print
 
publishing apply equally well to the WWW.
 
Because of its dynamic interface and the fact that information on the
 
Internet is available to people around the world, this project will be posted to
 
the WWW. Based on its characteristics as a dynamic medium,and its growing
 
availability in educational institutions across the country,the author believes
 
that the Internet is the most appropriate location for this project. Schools will
 
be able to access the document,download and/or print portions or the manual
 
in its entirety, and follow links to additional sources of information regarding
 
technology planning and the creation of Technology Use Plans.
 
SYSTEMIC CHANGE: THE ROUTE TO TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION
 
Education today is in a state of change. Schools are facing a diversity
 
that was not present in the past. The information age and its technology have
 
made an impact on what people must know to function in their adult roles
 
(Strommen & Lincoln, 1992). The efforts to superimpose constructivist learning
 
theory over the existing, outdated educational structure has been a failure.
 
Technological changes that have revolutionized society have left schools
 
basically unchanged(Reigeluth, 1992). Technology has given educators a
 
way to implement a better system of learning, but this requires a major change
 
in thefundamental structure underlying the current educational system
 
(National Academy of Sciences, 1995). The current hierarchical structure ofthe
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school must be replaced with an egalitarian, cooperative structure in which the
 
learner is thefocus(Strommen & Lincoln, 1992), Peck and Dorricott(1994)
 
claim that educators are searching for a paradigm shift; a way to create new
 
educational system using effective techndlogiCal tools arid constructivist
 
learning.
 
Over the past25 years, schools, counties, and states throughout the
 
country have made many efforts to reform the educational system.The
 
restructuring currently being advocated deals primarily with 1)strengthening
 
teachers' skills, 2)systematically imprpylng curriculum, and 3)involvement of
 
parents and community in responsible shared decision making partnerships
 
(Saphier& King, 1985). This requires systemic change.
 
Systemic change means systematically making fundamental changes
 
that ehcompass everyaspect ofthe school systeln(Holzrnan, 1993). Phil
 
Schlechty (in Brandt, 1993)defines systemic change as"changing the system
 
of rules, roles, and relationships that govern the way time, people,space,
 
knowledge,and technology are used". Systemic change,or systemic reform,
 
must be simultaneously "top down"and "bottom up", which means that
 
leadership mustcomefrom teachers, principals, staff, and parents in individual
 
schools, as well asfrom policy makers at the local, state, and national levels
 
(NT Plan Summary, 1995).
 
All too often, new practices and theories are forced upon the major
 
players: the teachers, parents, and students. According to D. Niguidula, in the
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Educom Review Roundtable Discussion(1994), if there is little agreement
 
about whatchanges are needed and why,there is little chance ofthe reform
 
effort being successful. For meaningful change to occur,there must first be
 
dialog about the current strengths and weaknesses of the system,and about
 
the priorities and goalsfor the future."The real methodology for system change
 
begins and ends with ongoing, authentic conversations about the important
 
questions"(Wagner,1993). Schools must be a part of a totally supportive
 
system,from the district to the county, to the state and the nation (Brandt,
 
1993). Alt participants, including students, parents, teachers, administrators,
 
and community members musttake part in the dialog, looking first at how
 
society has changed,and then at how schools have changed to keep up.
 
Paradigms and policies are examined to determine whether they best support
 
the vision and goals ofthe institution (Miller, 1992). It is critical that participants
 
recognize first that"rapid technological, economic,and social changes have
 
radically altered the skills needed for productive work, active citizenship,
 
application of knowledge,and development ofgood habits for personal growth
 
and health"(Wagner,1993). In addition, systemic reform plans must recognize
 
that teacher preparation and ongoing staff development are critical to long term
 
success(O'Neil, 1993).
 
Standards-driven policy changes at the federal or state level assume
 
that centralized control and accountability will miraculously bring about a better
 
educational system. This runs counter to past experience, which has shown
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that the majority of schools are impervious to such Isolated "top-down"
 
legislation (O'Neil, 1993): As politicians call for changes in standards,funding,
 
and assessment,those at the site level must also evaluate current instructional
 
practices and curricular goals.
 
O'Neil(1993)claims that many states have begun to redesign their
 
educational systems using the framework ofthe Goals 2000: Educate America
 
Act. Unlike previous educational reform efforts, the Goals 2000:Educate
 
America Act of1994 attempts to encourage a learner-driven instructional
 
system based on constructivist learning theory. It provides general outlines
 
which focus attention primarily on the needs orthe learner,followed by the
 
needs ofthe community and the educational providers(NT Plan Summary,
 
1995). It gives suggestions ofseveral components of educational vision
 
statements and instructional goals,The Act indicates that new educational
 
visions should include the following goals:
 
• Improve learning outcomes - including measurable objectives and
 
evaluation strategies.
 
• Promote engaged learning - learning while doing and learning from doing.
 
• Students should have the ability to reason,solve problems, and write and
 
communicate effectively.
 
• Students will graduate:with the knowledge and skills necessary to compete
 
in a global economy and exercise the rights and responsibilities of
 
citizenship.
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• Equitable access to technology.
 
• Improved communication and interaction with parents and families.
 
Promote partnerships that will increase parental involvement and
 
participation.
 
• Effective staffdevelopment, with continuing opportunities to acquire
 
additional knowledge and skills needed to teach challenging subject matter
 
and use emerging new methods and technologies.
 
According to the United States Department of Education National
 
Technology Plan Summary(1995), most states are using Goals2000funds to
 
"develop technology plans that are to be integral to the State improvement
 
plans". This includes emphasizing the issue ofteacher preparation and on
 
going staff development as a condition of effective school reform.
 
Technology can be an extremely effective constructivist learning tool if
 
and only if teachers feel competent to use it(Barnett and Nichols, 1994). Good
 
staff development uses the same technology teachers have available,and is
 
responsive to the comfortlevel, expertise, and needs ofthe participants.
 
THE TECHNOLOGY USE PLAN AS AN INSTRUMENT OF CHANGE
 
For most people, change is a prospect that inspires dread. Resistance to
 
change is a natural and reasonable reaction, because most people are more
 
comfortable with the familiar(Harvey, 1990). Implementing a new vision of
 
technology in the educational setting is a change that may be very intimidating
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to many staff members.Therefore, agents ofchange musttake into
 
consideration the steps in the change process: developing climate, creating a
 
vision, and training for change.
 
The first step in the change process is building a climate that supports
 
Change. Aschool climate that supports change has several key elements:
 
collegiaOty, high expectations, supportfor risk taking,trust and confidence,
 
administrative support, honest open communication,and an interest in
 
continuallyexpanding the knowledge base(Far West Laboratory, 1995). An
 
administrative commitment to change ihcludes a sharihg of power and
 
decision-making, as well as a feallocation of resources,in this supportive
 
climate, teachers and other stakeholders collaborate to create a shared vision
 
ofthe educational system(Anderson, 1993).
 
According to Langhorne, Donham,Gross,and Rehmke(1989),
 
educational technology implementation goesthrough three major stages as it
 
grows toward integration. Initially, technology is a novelty item, and only self-

taught teachers utilize the technQlogy. Eventually, the technology becomes
 
scattered throughout the sGhdol, and many teachers are exposed to it, although
 
not necessarily trained to use it. innovative teachers who are comfortable with
 
the technology begin to use it as a tool, in the finai stage, called "Planful
 
Integration" by Langhorne et al(1989),technoldgy is used when appropriate to
 
instruction, and planning emphasizes instructionaisoundness. More emphasis
 
is placed on teacher inservice, especially training related to curricular goals.
 
 this level of implemehtation; however,can only be reached when teachers
 
have access to technology, and feel competent to use it(Barnett& Nlchbls,
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The majority of schools are at the intermediate stage of implementation 
with most technology. One primary goal of creating a Technology Use Plan is 
to move schools into the final stages of im^ 
The Technology Use Plan (TUP) is a document that outlines effective 
systemic change at a school site (Church, 1995). It defines the role technology 
will play in the proposed constructivist learning ehyironment. In order for 
technology to be a catalyst for changing educational systems, it must be driven 
by Learning (See, 1994): the TUP defines what technology will be used, how it 
will by used, what cognitive, communication, and social skiNs will evolve, and 
how the learning vvill be evaluated (NT Plan Summary, 1995).The TUP is a 
document which is the result of a plan for systemic change, focused on 
improving all segments of instruction, using technology as a transparent part of 
the teaching and learning process (Anderson & Perry, 1992). 
The purpose of a Technblogy Use Plan is to carefully examine and 
delineate the role of technology in the educational setting (Anderson & Perry, 
1992). It maps out a plan for the effective use of technology in the instructional 
setting. The TUP ensures that technology will be implemented in ah organized, 
effective manner to better achieve the desired curricular outcomes. The 
curriculum should be at the heart of the use of technology in the school. The 
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curricular goals ofthe distfict and site state what students will be taught; the
 
TUP explains how teohnology will be used in the dissemination ofthe
 
curriculum to reach those curricular goals. The technology should be an
 
integral part ofthe curriculum, much the same way that paper and pencil are
 
Currently embedded in the instructional process: Technical applications must
 
be utilized in every part of the regular curriculum so that students learn how
 
technological tools can make them more productive and powerful learners in
 
any subject area(Microspft, 1996).
 
The TUP serves as a guide for pafents, teachers, administrators, and
 
students, explaining the way in which technology will be planned for,
 
implemented, and integrated into the curriculum effectively and efficiently. It
 
works within the context ofthe total schoolenvironment by addressing issues
 
such as curriculum,integration, staff development,facilities design, budgeting,
 
and the purchasing of new resources. It is an integrated part ofthe overall
 
strategic long-range plans ofthe school community(Anderson & Perry, 1992).
 
Assuch,the site TUP should match the overall district strategy for educational
 
technology Use.
 
A strong TUP begins with a common understanding of what constitutes
 
an educated person in today's world. This definition of an educational system
 
and what it must accomplish becomes the vision that will drive the change
 
process(Wagner,1993). A vision statement must be more than simply a
 
statement that sounds impressive and looks good posted on School Board
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flyers. It must be widely understood,and rnust lead to a set of expected student
 
outcomesthat can be assessed in some manner acceptable to all participants
 
in the process(Dyrii & Kinnaman, 1995). The vision is the long range dream of
 
the way technology will be utilized in the classroom and throughout the school
 
(Microsoft, 1996).
 
Once a vision has been decided upon,specific goals and objectives can
 
be determined. These goals and objectives should be clearly articulated so
 
that it is readily apparent how they lead to the vision oftechnology use(Smart
 
Valley, 1996). Goals and objectives might reflect academic and research uses
 
oftechnology by students and teachers, as well as instructional and classroom
 
management uses(NCTPj 1996).
 
A survey of what technology is available and how it is currently being
 
used provides a framework for determining which goals are most attainable,
 
and which will require more extensive preparation. This survey will be written
 
into the final plan as a"statement of existing conditions".
 
After the survey has been analyzed, it is necessary to determine
 
priorities and develop a timeline for change. Everyone involved must develop
 
new skills and new attitudes as called for by the vision,goals, and objectives,
 
and these changes take time. Expecting an instant change simply because a
 
vision has been agreed upon is asking for failure. The initial priorities should
 
encompass no more than four objectives, which should be understood by all
 
participants, and supported through trainings and staff development(Wagner,
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1993). Resident experts, who are already a part of the change group,should
 
be allowed to develop and share their expertise with the group in supportive
 
and non-threatening ways: Each ofthese components must be reflected in the
 
Technology Use Plan.
 
the most simple way to create a TUP is for an administrator to assign a
 
team ofteachers, already technologically literate, to decide upon a vision, and
 
then develop strategies to reach the defined goals. This method,although
 
apparently logicalfor the short run, is doomed to failure in the long run. With
 
this method,for most ofthe staff at the site, the TUP is someone else's vision,
 
and has no personal meaning.
 
Instead, the TUP should be a living document,growing and expanding to
 
meetthe needs ofthe students and teachers it serves: First, an initial
 
technology vision is put forth by a team of individuals. This team must be
 
expanded to represent all stakeholders in the school community; teachers,
 
administrators, parents, community fnembers and students. Each member of
 
this committeemust be committed to creating a working plan to lead the school
 
into effective technglogy use(Andpr^pn & Perry, 19^^
 
A percentage ofthe teachers on any given staff will be unfamiliar with,
 
and therefore uncomfortable with; new technolbgy. Before those teachers can
 
take a part in developing a Technology Use Plan,they need to be exposed to
 
the new technology in a positive leafriing environment.According to the
 
National Technology Plan(1995),these teachersmust get the chance to learn
 
 through full engagement with the technplogy. They must be provldecl
 
oppbrtunities to collaborate and problem-solve as they learn. As staff work
 
together to try things out, inquire, and evaluate,they become more skilled with
 
the technology,ideas grow,and they become partners in the change process
 
(NT Plan Summary, 1995). In this environment,teachers have the opportunity
 
to be self-directed learners, which allows them to construct a meaningful model
 
of how technology will work effectively in their particular classroom environment
 
(Holmes& Duffey,1993).A Technology Team,comprised of site technology
 
leaders, may take the role offacilitating this transformation, easing the anxiety
 
ofchange as much as possible.
 
Strategiesfor long-term success build upon trust. Staff must share in
 
choosing, developing, implementing, and evaluating the innovations setforth in
 
the TUP.Teachers will buyJhtO a TUP only if they feel they have had a partin
 
developing it, and if they believe that it represents their own best interests. As
 
staff become more skilled in technology,they will be able to provide positive
 
input to improve the Plan, rhaking it more fully a shared vision ofthe role
 
technology will play in the curriculum (Dyrii &Kinnaman, 1995).
 
Blueprints for change go beyond simply writing morecpmprehensive
 
goals and listing the desired software and hardware. It is imperative that
 
planning include methods ofencouraging individuaiteachers,as these are the
 
people who will be implementing technology in the curriculum (Fullan, 1994).
 
Teachers need ongoing training, reliable support,and staff development in
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 order to be successful with the integration oftechnology into the class and the
 
curriculum(NT Plan Summary,1995). In order to increase significant long-term
 
success,the staff needs to experience numerous small successesalong the
 
way An effective staff development process is one which leads to using
 
technology in the manner indicated by the vision and goals ofthe Technology
 
Use Plan(Holmes& Duffey, 1993). It must be teacher-driven,so that it is
 
meaningful to the participants and answers their needs and interests. Without
 
consistent support,the changes necessitated by the TUP are destined to
 
continue only on paper.
 
It is critical to remember that a TUP is a living document: revisions and
 
modifications are notjust acceptable,they are desirable. Astechnology
 
changes and teachers grow in knowledge, it becomes obvious that there may
 
be many paths that lead toward the shared vision. All staff members need to
 
learn from those many paths, and share them with others.
 
The TUP is only meaningful as afacet ofsystemic educational reform.
 
The effective use oftechnology is achieved through effective vision of change,
 
effective sharing of power, well designed training and professional growth,
 
positive curricular reform, and meaningful partnerships between the school and
 
the community(Bagley & Hunter, 1992).
 
"Technology has been in the schools fora decade and a halfnow,
 
butit took several yearsfor the initialinfatuation with RAMandROM to
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 wearoifanda realization to hit that, as with anynew tool-from film
 
projectors to calculators-teschers have to be trained to use it. Only
 
then can the innovation become a partoftheirteaching repertoire, and
 
notJusta reward forstudents when they finish their work."
 
(Siegel, p. 46, 199^^^
 
A REVIEW OF EXISTING TECHNOLOGY USE PLANS
 
During the research portion of this project, and in the development ofthe
 
project, the author analyzed numerous Technology Use Plansfrom school
 
sites, districts, and counties throughoutthe United States. By pulling together
 
the strengthsfrom various different TUPs,the author was able to develop
 
guidelines for the elements of an effective TUP.
 
A Technology Use Plan is a proposal whose components include an
 
eneompassing vision of the educational institution, the mission and goals ofthe
 
institution, the strategies that will be used to achieve those goals, and the role
 
that technology will play in the vision, goals, and strategies. A well written TUP
 
begins with a vision statement. It then identifies goals, and determines ways in
 
which technology can be used to meetthese goals. It must include provisions
 
for training staff, building an infrastructure,monitoring progress, and an
 
evaluation of the effectiveness ofthe way technology is used.A budget,
 
acquisition timelines, and funding resources are also recommended parts of an
 
effective TUP.
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Accprding to the summary of Voicesfrom the Field(1995),there are five
 
elements of a TeGhnology Use Plan that are critical to success.They are:
 
• Vision: A well articulated vision ofchange with a primary focus on engaged
 
learning and empowered teaching.
 
• Staff training: Attention to professional development and user supportv
 
including ongoing training, tutorials, and help-desk support.
 
• Buy in: Active participation in the change process by all stakeholders
 
including learners, teachers, parents, administrators, and othersfrom the
 
community.
 
• Revision: Technology plans that are open and allow room for growth.
 
• Budget; Funding plans that clearly establish costs/benefits, and are both
 
reasonable and sustainable.
 
The North Carolina Instructional Technology Plan offers a sample
 
technology planning guide at their web site that reflects these same goals.
 
They suggest that the process of creating a TUP should follow six distinct
 
stages:
 
• Planning: Develop a vision statement, investigate effective technology
 
practices, create leadership team,get staff buy-in.
 
• Internal Assessment: Assess cufrent uses of educational technology:
 
Inventory current equipment and infrastructure, survey students,staff, and
 
community regarding technology skills, knowledge,and attitudes.
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• Identify curriculum goals: Assess local strengths and weaknesses, .
 
determihe technology integration approaches, create goal and objective
 
statements.
 
• Analyze and design support systems: Determine necessary equipment to
 
meet goals and objectives,develop plan for staff developmentand support,
 
revise policies and procedures as necessary, create budget including
 
funding sources,select appropriate evaluation tools, activities, and
 
benchmarks.
 
• Implementation: Prioritize implementation goals, establish timeline for
 
acquisition and implementation, reallocate and upgrade resources.
 
• Evaluation and revision: Monitor effectiveness of programs and activities,
 
compare progress to predetermined benchmarks, review and revise goals
 
and timelines as necessary. Plan forfuture considerations such as up
 
dating systems, upgrading, maintaining, repairing, and replacing technology
 
items.
 
The Hemet Unified School District Technology Plan and the Corona-

Norco Unified School District Technology Use Plan include a component
 
entitled "Instructional Technology Curriculum Matrix"(Appendix B). The goal of
 
the matrix is to identify sequential skills to be taught to each child at each
 
grade level. For each instructional Objective,a grade level is indicated as to
 
when the concept should be introduced, in what grades the skill should be
 
reinforced, and when it should beexpanded. Additionally, Gorona-Norco has
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developed specific lesson plans to support the objectives at each grade level.
 
Thisapproach provides a coordinated, articulated series of skills which build
 
upon one another, and leads students to high-level use oftechnologies as
 
tools.
 
Oak Park Unified School District(1995)includes a specific Staff
 
Development Plan within their Technology Plan. They define specific goals and
 
objectives of the staff development process, including allowing teachers to
 
identify their own individual technology training needs.They also provide a
 
research-based rationale for the different types of training situations they
 
anticipate, including formal sessions, partnerships and study groups, peer
 
coaching, and trainer of trainers mode. In addition, the plan makes
 
recommendationsfor motivating teachers to become more proficient in their
 
technology use,including district credit towards salary advancement,
 
technology loan programs,and certificates of competency.The Oak Park Plan
 
deals with the issue of staff training in a very thorough manner, making it the
 
significant part of their overall plan that the research indicates it should be.
 
The California Technology Information Project prbvides technology
 
plans which were successful 1996 School Based Education Technology Grant
 
applications. Each ofthese plans provides an historical perspective on the
 
school and its use of technology. Southside School District(1996)describes
 
their student population, and explains what computer hardware and software
 
they had in place prior to the creation of their Technology Use Plan. They also
 
 explain that since their school-wide curriculum focusfor Program Quality
 
Review(PQR)is language arts, they will focus technology into that area as
 
well. Elwin Elementary School(1996)provides a more complete statement of
 
existing conditions, describing all technology and how it is used, including TV
 
and VCR use. A statement of historical usage oftechnology is an effective way
 
for schools to indicate their base level of implementation oftechnology(See,
 
1994). Readers of the TUP can get a sense ofthe schools perspective and
 
background.
 
It is critical that Technology Use Plans are open to revision. A strong
 
plan builds that revision process into the timeline ofthe TUP. Turkey Run
 
Community School Corporation (1994), a winner in the First Annual
 
Technology Planning Competition, recognizes the need for ongoing monitoring
 
and evaluation of their TUP. The Turkey Run Technology Plan states,
 
"Because no5 year plan could possibly envision whattechnology might
 
emerge,these goals, strategies, and actions are stated only as beginning
 
points for program and curriculum improvement and will be continually
 
evaluated and revised by the Team."Their goals and objectives reflect the
 
need for ongoing evaluation of technology needs,tied to the educational needs
 
ofthe students and teachers.
 
After reviewing the literature and analyzing existing Technology Use
 
Plans, the author has created guidelines for the development of an effective
 
TUP.The common elements of a strong Technology Use Plan are identified as
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vision and/or mission, identification ofeducational goals, assessment of current
 
usage, implementation, design ofsupport systems, including infrastructure and
 
training,funding mechanisms,and evaluation and revision. These elements,
 
therefore, will be presented as necessary components ofthe TUP in this
 
project.
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CHAPTER THREE
 
STATEMENT OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
 
GOAL ■ 
The goal of this project Is to provide a simple,easy to follow guide to
 
elementary site technology leaders who are attempting to determine the role of
 
technology in their school. There are several schools across the country who
 
have implemented and integrated technology in outstanding ways, mostly
 
throughmajor grants and huge business partnerships. These schools have left
 
the rest of America behind, and there is ho road map for the rest of us to follow.
 
Obviously,there is no one paFticularformula for success. There is not
 
one"correct" philosophy ofhow technology should be used in every classroom
 
at every site. This project is, however, designed to allow for individual site
 
differences and goals. It is simply a broad outline ofsteps that can lead to a
 
better use of educational technology.
 
A Technology Use Plan, as described in this prbjeCt, provides a strategy
 
notjustfor hardware acquisition, butfor training and supporting teachers in the
 
long term, It defines the role technology will play in the curriculum, and gives
 
schools a way to become an educational insfitution that meets the needs ofthe
 
21st century.
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PHILOSOPHY
 
This model for creating a Technology Use Plan reflects the following
 
philosophies:
 
• Students engage in challenging authentic tasks which develop over
 
an extended period of time.
 
• All students utilize advanced critical thinking and problem solving
 
skills.
 
• Stiudents work both Individually and collaboratively in heterogeneous
 
groups.
 
• The teacher is a guide and mentor
 
OBJECTIVES
 
It is expected that this project will support school sites as they create a
 
Technology Use Plan. It is also expected that schools which follow the
 
guidelines presented in the project will have a TUP that meets requirementsfor
 
most state and federal level grant applications. The objectives ofthe on-line
 
manual entitled Creating a Technology Use Plan at the Site Level are as
 
follows:
 
• Site technology leaders will understand the challenges inherent in the
 
change process and in creating a Technology Use Plan.
 
• Staff members will be able to decide upon a common vision of educational
 
technology within the school site.
 
 • staff members will be able to develop a series of goals and objectives
 
detailing specifically what students and teachers will be able to do with
 
educational technology.
 
• A Technology Planning Committee will be able to create an implementation
 
plan based upon the goals and objectives determined by the total staff.
 
• A Technology Planning Committee will be able to develop a system of
 
Supportfor the Technology Use Plan which includes development of
 
hardware infrastructure, staff development,and a plan for purchases,
 
maintenance, and upgrades of equipment.
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CHAPTER FOUR
 
DESIGN AND PEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT
 
DESCRIPTION
 
The on-line manual opens with a general statement of purpose, and a
 
hyptertext table of contents, which contains nine links . A brief description is
 
given of each link on the home page,so that technology planners can find the
 
information they are lookingfor quickly and easily; Thd description is given in
 
theform of questions which may beanswered in that particular section.
 
Each web page first addresses the question: Why is this section ofthe
 
Technology Use Plan important? Information is provided, based on the
 
research in Chapter Two,as to why and how the information will improve the
 
TUP.Each page also addresses the issue of how plannersshould write the
 
section in their own TUP,including both suggestions regarding how to gather
 
information, and possibilities for the actual wordsmithing necessary.
 
The first link on the table of contents, called"How to Use This Web
 
Site", takes users to information on using this web site. Information is provided
 
as to different ways a site might utilize the information provided, and details
 
about downloading, duplication, and distribution are included.
 
The second link on the home page,"Research Information", takes
 
readers to a summary ofthe research on constructivist learning theory,
 
systerhic change,and the role oftechnology in the change process. This
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 information will provide readers not only a philosophical background for the
 
planning process, it will help to validate and encourage buy-in in the creation of
 
the Technology Use Plan. References are provided for further research.
 
"Technology Planning Team",thp following link on the table of contents,
 
deals with the issue of selecting people to be responsible for creating the
 
technology use plan. As supported by the research indicated in Chapter Two,
 
this section recommends that the TUP be created byateam,representing a
 
variety of interests and approaches to technology in the school environment.
 
The next link, titled "Creating a Vision Statement",takes readers to
 
information about the creation of vision statements. In this manual,there are
 
sample visions which reflect an insight as to the role that technology may play
 
in the educationalprocess. Each ofthe sample vision statements reflects the
 
elements of good instructional uses oftechnology, as described in Chapter
 
Two.^
 
The fifth section,"Survey of Existing Gdnditions", liriks to information on
 
determining existing uses of techhology. The manual next provides guidelines
 
for surveying Staff to learn whattechnblogy exists, and how that technology is
 
being used. This section of the on-line manual provides sample survey
 
questions,as well as links to samplesurveys, which can be used for reference
 
Or used "as is". The manual also instructs technology planners as to how
 
survey results should be written into the TUP as a statement of existing
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The next link in the manual, titled "Goals and Objectives", provides many
 
suggestions as to how techhology can be used as an instructional tool, as well
 
as links to actual scope and sequence models delineating What students
 
should be doing with technology and when.Samplegoals and objectives are
 
provided using two different approaches: grouped by type oftechnology usage,
 
and arranged by grade level.
 
"Implementation Plan", the succeeding section in the manual, provides
 
information oh how to translate the goals and objectives of educational
 
technology into a reasonable implementation plan: This link takes usqrs to
 
another table ofcontents, with links called "Infrastructure","Staff Training",
 
"Purchases, Funding, Maintenance, Upgrades",and "Time Line".
 
"Infrastructure and Techhical Support" addresses the hardware,
 
software, personnel,and knowledge necessary to meetthe goals and
 
objectives ofthe Technology Use Plan. This page provides information and
 
links about physically networking a school, including a pre-networking survey
 
and specific wiring plans. Along with wiring Issues, it briefly discusses
 
acceptable uses of the Internet, and provideslinks to sample Acceptable Use
 
Policies. It also discusses the information infrastructure requirements of a TUP:
 
knowing where to turn for support and advice.
 
The section entitled "Staff Training" deals with the need for effective staff
 
development in the area oftechnology implementation to be written into the
 
Technology Use Plan. The page defines effectiveness, in terms of staff
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 training, as being on-going,teacher-driven, and hands-on. The manual
 
includes a matrix which details the characteristics of effective staff
 
development.
 
In"Purchase, Maintenance,and Upgrade Plan", the manualsuggests
 
that each group of acquisitions should lead directly toward the vision and goals
 
ofthe site. The purchasing plan should addresssuch issues as connectivity, as
 
well as installation, repair, and maintenahee costs.The manual provides
 
examples ofthe migration of equipment as higher levels oftechnology are
 
acquired. In addition, this page provides links to grants and otherfunding
 
opportunities for technology.
 
In the "Tirne Line" section, the manual provides guidelines to help
 
technology planners prioritize which ofthe technology uses to meet their vision
 
and goals are most important to them.The manual suggests that planners
 
must determine which "necessary technologies"are currently most realistic,
 
based upon existing infrastructure, teacher interest and training, level of
 
support, and funding. The time line described in the manual when training will
 
take place, the levels of implementation,and when evaluation and revision will
 
be done.
 
The final section ofthe project deals with the issue of evaluation. In the
 
section called "Evaluation and Revision", the manual indicates that schools
 
must evaluate both their Technology Use Plan and their growth on a regular
 
basis. Thisweb page also details how schools can use the results of their
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evaluation to revise their TUP.To help evaluate the Technplogy Use Plan
 
itself, a link is provided to an evaluation matrix.
 
The project ends with a page of on-line references which provides links
 
to the National Long-Range Technology Plan, along with various state, district,
 
and site Technology Plan. Links are also provided to articles and other
 
technology planning documents on the WWW,including projects similar to this
 
'one.'
 
DESIGN
 
This web site, entitled "Creating a Technology Use Plan", was created
 
using the Hyper-Text Mark-up Language(HTML)editor within Netscape
 
Navigator Gold. A hard copy ofthe documentcan befound in Appendix A,and
 
the disk copy of the site can befound in Appendix B. Each page within the site
 
has been programmed to show the title "Creating a Technology Use Plan"
 
within the Netscape Navigator location bar, as well as in the Microsoft Explorer
 
title bar. The Netscape Gold HTML editor also embedsthe authors name in the
 
programming code.
 
The site has a simple,functional design plan. Assupported by the
 
research on web design in Chapter Two,this site has a common background,
 
heading type,title, and style for all included pages.To ensure ease of use, all
 
links are underlined, all unvisited links are the standard royal blue, and all
 
visited links are purple. There are no graphics on any page, although
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horizontal rules have been used to separate information. Tables have been
 
used to create three dimensional borders around all headings.Tofocus
 
attention on the headings and sub-headings,the font size is larger and the text
 
isdarkred.
 
Because monitors with lower resolutions can make background colors
 
and patterns distracting, this site hasa white background.Some ofthe pages
 
are fairly text intensive, although no web page is more than three printed pages
 
long. Colored text, varying font size and style, and white space have been
 
used to lessen the negative impact of extensive text.
 
Each page in this site has alink at the bottom, which returns the user to
 
the table of contents oh the home page ofthe web site. In additiqn, pages
 
within the "Implementation" section contain links back to that page.Sdme
 
pages have internal targeted links. On the"Research" page, links are provided
 
at the top of the page to each ofthe three sections within the page. In addition,
 
there are targeted links to the references at the bottom of the page. At the end
 
ofeach linked section, there is a return link which allows users to return to the
 
top without scrolling. The advantage ofinternal targeted links in this situation is
 
that users may print out the entire research section as one document.
 
Many pages have links to information on remote servers. Each link is
 
given a descriptive name,which provides enough information fora user to
 
determine if that particular site will be of value in their specific planning
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process. In some instances,a more thorough explanation of whatthe user can
 
expectfrom the remote site is given as well.
 
information more clearly. All tables have a common border and cell padding
 
size, which helps ensure the dverall uniform look ofthe web site. Where the
 
infOriTiation is paganized in the fofrn ofa survey,the tbprow and leftcolumn
 
havee blue background,to help clarify the purposebfthe table. Thetabies
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This document will be posted ph the Regipn 10 RIMS (Riverside, Inyo,' 
Mono, and San Bernardino Counties) California Technology Assistance Project 
home.page^ln order to Increase the hurriber of people who are dble to find this 
dbcurneht, the author will re§ister the project withvsearch registries such as 
Yahoo and Magellan. In addition, the author will actively pursue reciprocal 
FORMATIVE EVALUATION 
aesthetic appeal, ease of use, and relevance. Each reviewer responded to a 
survey and provided their opinion of the project. Each reviewer read and 
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signed a consentform,a sample of which can befound in Appendix C.The
 
originals are on file.
 
Each reviewer of this project was provided a disk which contained the
 
HTML document. Two ofthe reviewers worked together on a Macintosh
 
Quadra660 with a fifteen inch monitor, using Netscape Navigator 2.0 as their
 
browser. The other reviewer worked on a Packard Bell Pentium 75 desktop
 
computer, using Netscape Navigator 3.0 as the browser. Each reviewer was
 
provided a copy of the survey prior to using the web site, but was given no
 
other direction as to how to review the project. Each reviewer spent
 
approximately one hour reviewing the project and answering the survey.
 
In the area of content, all three reviewers felt that the project contained
 
enough high-quality information for them to access when developing a
 
Technology Use Plan. One reviewer suggested that the"Research" page
 
should contain links to any on-line information, rather than simply citing the
 
source.
 
In the area of aesthetics, one reviewer commented that the lack of
 
graphics or other visual stimulation quickly became annoying, and suggested
 
that photographs ofstudent technology use be added to increase the aesthetic
 
appeal ofthe web site. Another reviewer commended the lack of graphics,
 
primarily because of the improved access speeds, stating that the functionality
 
ofthe site was very appealing to him.
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AH reviewers agreed that the project was easy to use. One reviewer
 
noted thatshe appreciated being able to count on a link back to theTable of
 
Contents or other preceding pages.The internal targeted links were also y
 
mentioned as being easily understood.A reviewer noted that all pages"ended"
 
in the same manner,so that it was easy to determine when the document had
 
loaded completely. The reviewers did note, however,that part of their ease of
 
use camefrom their familiarity with a browser, and,that those with less
 
experience may not know how to identify links, or where to look for return
 
buttons.
 
In the area of relevance, all reviewers again agreed that the project was
 
highly relevant to their needs and level of understanding of technology
 
planning. One reviewer suggested that sites with no history oftechnology
 
planning might not be able to use this project successfully, because the
 
implementation level expected for technology is one that has to be developed
 
over time. He felt that sites who are still at the acquisition stage of technology
 
will probably be unable to relate to many of the concepts in this project,
 
particularly those dealing with students learning as the focus of the Technology
 
Use Plan. Other reviewers commented that some ofthe information provided in
 
the links in the "Infrastrupture" page was contradictory, and tended to reflect a t
 
commercial perspective, rather than an educational perspective.
 
As recommended by the reviewers,the author created links in the
 
"Research" section to those resources which were on-line. Within the
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"Infrastructure" section, originally the vast majority of the links were to
 
commercial vendors of network hardware. Based on the recommendations of
 
the reviewers,the author removed those links that did not deal specifically with
 
designing a total network, and ensured that all links provide information on
 
more than one possible network solution.
 
To improve this web site in the future, the author plans to continue
 
adding appropriate links to technology planning information. As users respond
 
to the requestfor questions,comments,and otherfeedback,the author may
 
modify the web site to reflect those considerations. Registering this site with
 
various search tools, as well as reciprocal postings of links will be pursued. In
 
addition, a version of this web site which contains a background pattern,
 
graphic buttons, and other pictures will be developed as a parallel site, so that
 
users can choose the graphic version or the text version.
 
STRENGTHS OF THE PROJECT
 
This project provides a broad outline of how to write a Technology Use
 
Plan. The scope ofthe project means that the majority of it will be relevant to
 
the majority ofschool sites which use it. The samples included in the project
 
help to ensure that schools do not have to "reinvent the wheel" as they work
 
towards an effective Technology Plan. The links provided are to well-

established sites, which helps to ensure that they will remain current.
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The design ofthe project makes it quick to load and simple to print or
 
download for editing. The commonality of the pages allows users to find
 
expected information easily. The step-by-step formatseems to appeal to those
 
technology planners that approach tasks in an organized, structured manner.
 
LIMITATIONS OF THE PROJECT
 
No guidebook can address all of the unique situations that exist in
 
schools, and this manual is no exception. Schools with certain specialized
 
needs,such asthose in remote locations or those with exceptional populations,
 
mayfind this document limited in its scope. Additional or contrary requirements
 
may be imposed by district, state, and county regulations in other states and
 
regions.
 
Although every effort was made to add color and appeal,the design of
 
the project dictates that the pages ofthe web site are not especially
 
aesthetically appealing. The lack of graphics and the similarity offormat may
 
prove frustrating for those technology planners that prefer more visual
 
stimulation. The step-by-step format appears to seem overly rigid to people
 
who approach tasks in a more intuitive manner.
 
Because ofthe rapid advances in technology information available on
 
the Internet, it will be difficult for this site to remain current. Without regular
 
maintenance,this site could easily become obsolete within a year. Links and
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other information must be updated in a timely mannerfor this document to
 
retain its relevance.
 
The stability of the Web address may also prove to be a limitation of
 
this project. Posting a site to the World Wide Web requires the author to find
 
an owner ofa server that is wilting to sponsor this project, providing space on
 
their web server and allowing the bandwidth for people to access the site.
 
Although the California Technology Project has agreed to post this project at
 
this time, changes in their circumstances in the future, relative to space on their
 
server, may dictate that this project will be removed.
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APPENDIX A
 
Creating a Technology Use Plan: Hard Copy
 
Creating a
 
Technology Use Plan
 
This web site provides specific guidelines for a school
 
site to use when creating or revising their Technology
 
Use Plan.By following the steps contained in this site,
 
your school will be able to develop a coordinated,
 
articulated TUP which explains exactly how you
 
expect to use technology to improve learning.
 
Table ofContents
 
How to Use This Web Site How do we use this site as a planning tool?
 
How do we find specific information?
 
Research Background Whyshould we use technology in the schools? Why
 
do we write a Technology UsePlan? How do students learn better using
 
technology?
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Technology Planning Team Who will write our Technology Use Plan?
 
Creating a Vision Statement How do we begin writing a Technology Use
 
Plan? How do we focus our energies?
 
Survey ofExisting Conditions How do we know what we have,and what
 
we can do? Whatdo we need to learn to use technology better?
 
Goals and Obiectives What will we do with the technology? Whatskills
 
will we expect our students to have?
 
Implementation Plan How do we connectto a network? Whattraining will
 
we need? How will wefund and support our plan? How will we make sure that
 
students are using the technology effectively?
 
Evaluation and Revision How do we know how we are doing? How do we
 
improve our plan?
 
References Where can we go for more information and examplesofexisting
 
Technology Use Plans?
 
Copyright © 1996 by Molly Carbo. This work may be duplicated for distribution for use in
 
non-profit organizations. Any other duplication is prohibited.
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Wliy should we use this site? This site is designed to be a comprehensive
 
guide to creating a Technology UsePlan.By following the steps in this
 
document,you will be able to create an effective TUP that meets generally
 
accepted standards. The web site includes many links to outside resources,
 
which will provide you with additional information and options.
 
How do we use this web site? This entire web site may be duplicated and
 
distributed within schools and school districts, with appropriate credit given.
 
You may print the pages ofthis document,or download the entire documentto
 
your computer. Anyofthe surveys and forms contained in this survey may be
 
used as they are,or modified to meet your particular needs.
 
Ifyou have questions or comments regarding this site, or have used this
 
documentto help write your Technology Use Plan,please e-mail the author,
 
Mollv Carbo.
 
Return lo Table ofContents
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The creation ofthe Technology Use Plan, as described
 
in this web site, is based upon research in the areas of:
 
• constructivist learning theory
 
• systemic change
 
• effective uses ofeducational technology
 
Note:allnumberslink to the referencesat the endofthispage.
 
Constructivist Learning Theory:
 
Constructivist learning theory indicates that students learn best through
 
meaningful interactions with the world around them,which develops critical
 
thinking and problem solving skills. By arriving at a personally meaningful
 
understanding ofissues,students become adept at the learning process,and find
 
learning to be motivational and rewarding(i).Principled changes in the
 
curriculum are needed to improve our nation's schools,and effective technology
 
mustbe a part ofthese changes(6).
 
back to top
 
Systemic Change:
 
It is the goal ofAmerican education to prepare children to be involved and
 
productive citizens ofthe future. All students should be equipped to succeed in a
 
fluid,information-rich society. A new way ofeducating is necessary to meetthe
 
new forms ofwork needed in the business world ofthe near future(5). More
 
importantly,new approaches are needed to meetthe needs and concerns ofour
 
students,and to prepare them for active citizenship in a global,information-rich
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society(8).
 
Educational reform comesfrom the realization that current instructional systems
 
are not adequately preparing students. A major revolution in the way instruction
 
and assessment are performed has begun. This reform effort is being driven both
 
by grassroots efforts and by national and state policy changes.Educators are
 
looking for a new kind ofschool to meetthe educational challenges faced by
 
today's students. They are looking for a school "designed for learning,rather
 
than teaching"(4).
 
back to top
 
Effective Uses ofEducational Technology:
 
Throughoutthe educational system,however,there is a lack ofawareness of
 
effective uses oftechnology in today's schools(6). This system-wide failing has
 
left American schools behind in a technology-rich environment.Technology is a
 
critical element for student achievement ofworld class standards,allowing
 
students to access information, manipulate data and express ideas to an
 
authentic audience(2).
 
Too often,teehnology is simply seen as an additional subject,or an add-on to
 
the regular set ofinstructional objectives. The effective use oftechnology,
 
however,can support and promote new educational systems involving
 
student-centered elassrooms,interactive instruction,real-world problem solving,
 
and multidisciplinary studies(7). The goal oftechnology in the educational
 
system is to improve all types ofteaching and learning through the infusion of
 
technology. Technology infusion,however,mustbe planned for,so that it is an
 
integral part ofthe instructional goals and is integrated into the curriculum.
 
The Technology Use Plan(TUP)is an integral part ofeffective school
 
improvement plans. It does not exist in isolation,rather,it is a part ofthe
 
school's comprehensive plan for student learning. Despite the fact that most
 
schools now own computers and other technology,many districts and schools do
 
not yet have current,comprehensive technology plans as a componentoftheir
 
statement ofeducational goals.
 
The Technology Use Plan is really a misnomer. The goal ofthe Plan is notto
 
specify how to use technology; rather,it is to determine how technology will be
 
used to support curriculum and educational goals. Technology tools must be
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integrated into the regular curriculum in a manner that helps improve student's
 
understanding ofinstructional concepts and themes(2). The plan should include
 
not only provisions for technology applications which will help students to meet
 
instructional objectives,but also provisions for teaching students how to search
 
for relevant technology applications on their own.Ideally,technology should be
 
a transparent part ofthe curriculum. Atthe highest level oftechnology
 
implementation,students have access to and knowledge ofa variety of
 
technology tools,and they use those technology tools to solve authentic
 
problems.In the ideal Technology UsePlan,technology is presented as a
 
vehicle for"information queries,problem solving,and/or product development"
 
(3).
 
back to top
 
Sites for additional information:
 
EdWeb:Exploring Technology and School Reform
 
Return to Table ofContents
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Selecting a
 
Technology Planning Team
 
Why do we need a Technology Planning Team? It is sometimes easier,
 
when you wantsomething done,to simply do it yourself. But with the creation
 
ofa Technology Use Plan,that can be a disastrous mistake.A Planning Team
 
which represents a range ofinterests in the school community may work more
 
slowly thanjust one person writing a plan on their own.The significant
 
difference comes when it is time for the staffto "buy in"to the Technology Use
 
Plan... ifthey do notfeel that their interests have been heard and addressed,they
 
are unlikely to provide the necessary supportfor the plan to be a success.
 
Who should be on the Technology Planning Team? Any memberofthe
 
educational community(including parents,students,business partners,teachers,
 
administrators,and other staff)that has an interest to be on the team should be
 
eligible. The participation ofat least one representative from similar grade
 
levels or departments,including at least one "techie" and one person who is
 
fairly unfamiliar with technology,helps to ensure that a range ofinterests are
 
being addressed. Parents and older students can provide valuable insightfrom
 
different perspectives. Administrative input is critical, because the support of
 
the principal is a significant factor in the success ofthe plan.
 
In general,the larger the committee,the slower it moves. Try to keep the core
 
planning team to no more than eight,but ifyou have more people that are truly
 
interested and committed,provide opportunities for their input as well.
 
Assigning researchJobs to these interested people will allow them to be
 
valuable contributors to the developmentofthe plan. Turning over the staff
 
development portion ofthe plan to a knowledgeable sub-group,for example,
 
allows more people to be directly involved.
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Remember,the morepeople who are aware and
 
involvedat theplanningstage, the more who will
 
rigorouslysupport thefinal Technology Use Plan!
 
Sample Elementary
 
Planning Team:
 
• Teacher representing
 
grades K-2
 
• Teacher representing
 
grades 3-4
 
• Teacher representing
 
grades 5-6
 
• Teacher representing
 
exceptional children
 
• Principal
 
• Parent
 
• Classroom Aide
 
Return to Table ofContents
 
Sample Departmentalized Planning
 
Team:
 
Teacher representing English,Social
 
Science,Foreign Language
 
Teacher representing Math and Science
 
Teacher representing Health,Physical
 
Education,and Athletics
 
Teacher representing elective
 
departments
 
Teacher representing exceptional
 
children
 
Counselor
 
Principal
 
Parent
 
Student
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Vision Statement
 
Why do we need a vision statement? All plans begin with a vision.
 
Without a vision ofwhat technology is supposed to do,there is nothing to plan
 
for!In education,the primary focus ofthat vision must he learning. The vision
 
statement ofa Technology Use Plan mustshow how the members ofa school
 
community see technology as improving teaching and learning. The vision
 
statement needs to reflect the general sense ofpurpose ofthe entire school,
 
including parents,students,teachers,administrators,and other staff.
 
How do we write a vision statement? A vision statementfor technology
 
use might he written as a subsection ofthe mission statement for the school,or
 
it might he incorporated into the actual mission statement. Regardless,the
 
primary focus ofthe vision must he learning,and there must he a statement as to
 
the role that technology will play in the educational process.
 
There are some key"buzz words"that are common to mosttechnology vision
 
statements: life-long learners,access to the information age,integration across
 
the curriculum,collaborative learning experiences,and critical thinking and
 
problem solving skills.
 
To write your mission statement,begin by hrainstorming some things you
 
envision students doing with technology. Then take a look at vision statements
 
from other schools and districts. There may he ideas in other vision statements
 
that appeal to you.,add them to your list.(No,that isn't cheating!)Next,in
 
teams oftwo or three,write a statement that reflects as many ofthe things you
 
envision as possible, without listing them directly. Use the buzz words above,or
 
any others that your district is particularly fond of. Work as a group to come to
 
consensus on a vision statement that best reflects everyone's beliefs about
 
technology's role in education.
 
The final step is to share the vision statement with others at your site. Be
 
prepared for modifications: many people will wantto make minor changes,or
 
add their own perspective. Within the planning team,try to address the
 
modifications. The more people that feel a part ofthe creation ofthe vision
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statement,the better the buy-in will be,and the more likely the Plan will be
 
successful.
 
Sample Mission / Vision Statements ­
• School ofthe Future(ERIC document,#ED354051): The mission ofthe
 
school is to provide a unique learning environmentinvolving educators,
 
parents,students,the university,and business in a collaborative
 
partnership. The school will employ a host oftechnologies,especially
 
computers,across the curriculum to focus on creative approaches to
 
independent research,problem solving,and other strategies,leading
 
students to become independent thinkers and learners.
 
• Bellingham Public Schools(1993): The mission ofthis school district is
 
to move this community and its life-long students forward into the new age
 
oftechnology.To provide access and the knowledge to use this access in
 
connection with the new Information Superhighway.To install the portal
 
through which the people ofour district will pass to link with visionary
 
developments. To become the needed vehicle between the education of
 
today and the technology oftomorrow.
 
• Burbank High School(1996): In keeping with the mission ofthe
 
Burbank Unified School District and Burbank High School,this school is
 
committed to graduating students who possess the skills needed to succeed
 
in an increasingly complex information society. In this new information
 
age,the ability to gather and distribute information through electronic
 
communication is vital. Therefore,Burbank High School's vision is to
 
graduate students who are comfortable with and proficient in using
 
educational technology in all its forms as information resources and who
 
possess the skills to interact with individuals or organizations and agencies
 
through computer telecommunications.
 
• Corona-Norco Unified School District(1996): Staff,students,and
 
community are committed to meeting the needs ofthe school district's
 
K-12 students by providing an effective educational technology program
 
that will improve and broaden student achievementthrough shared decision
 
making by using technology as the objective ofinstruction,the medium of
 
instruction,and as an application tool,meeting the expectations ofdistrict
 
and state guidelines.
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Additional Vision Statements may befoundin the on-line Technology
 
Use Plans in the Reference section ofthis document.
 
Return to Table ofContents
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Survey ofExisting Technology Use
 
Why do we administer a survey? Before you can write a meaningful plan,
 
you must determine what you have and how it is being used. The results ofthis
 
survey will be written as a"Statement ofExisting Conditions" in your final
 
document.One key reason for this type ofsurvey is to provide a baseline for
 
your evaluations in coming years.
 
A survey ofhow technology is currently being used is necessary. This includes
 
determining what hardware and software are being used,whatcurricular area(if
 
any)such use is tied to, and the frequency ofuse. This can be a rather delicate
 
survey,because some teachers may feel defensive about not using technology,
 
or aboutthe way in which they do use technology. It is therefore importantto
 
stress that this survey is simply designed to list current usage,notto evaluate the
 
teacher or his/her teaching methods.
 
A survey ofwhattechnology exists in the school may also be useful,especially
 
ifyour inventory and tracking system have been less than perfect. It is important
 
to remember that technology is more thanjust computers. It includes both
 
hardware and software,laserdiscs,video cameras,CD-players,audio recorders,
 
overhead projectors,and VCRs.It is a very good idea to note the brand,model
 
or style ofthese items as you create your inventory.
 
How do we use the survey? Since schools function with limited resources,
 
it is critical that technology be utilized as effectively as possible.By identifying
 
how technology is currently being used,the planning committee can determine
 
what needs to be done,ifanything,to improve existing utilization.
 
Generally,the results ofthe survey oftechnology use is written in a narrative
 
form,and is general rather than specific. The survey oftechnology equipment
 
should be written as a detailed list ofequipmentby type and should inlcude
 
where those items are currently housed,for future reference.
 
An attitude survey can provide valuable information aboutthe readiness level of
 
staffmembers when it comes to the implementation oftechnology. Results of
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 the survey can help you determine the direction staffdevelopment efforts ought
 
to take.
 
Sample Surveys:
 
How do you use technology in
 
yourjob?
 
How do you acquire new
 
technology skills?
 
Rate yourselfas a general
 
technology user(VCRs,
 
camcorder,laserdisc player)
 
Rate yourselfas a computer
r-

■ 
• Records Management
 
• Classroom Management
 
• Classroom Instruction
 
• Administration
 
• Information Access/
 
Communication
 
• Not at all
 
• Selftaught
 
• Inservice Activities
 
• Onsite resources
 
• Outside resources
 
• Other
 
• N/A
 
• Do not use technology
 
• Seldom use technology
 
• Regularly use technology
 
• Expert user oftechnology
 
• Do not use computers
 
* Seldom use computers

• Regularly use computers
 
• Expert user ofcomputers
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Where would you like to rate
 
your teehnology use in five
 
years(including computers)?
 
What is stopping you from
 
growing in your technology
 
use? •
 
What is available to support
 
technology usage at your site?
 
• Do not use technology
 
• Seldom use technology
 
• Regularly use technology
 
• Expert user oftechnology
 
• funding
 
• Geographic Location of
 
technology
 
• Stafftraining'activities
 
• Tcchnolog\'support
 
• No interest
 
• Material
 
• Outside resources
 
• Personnel
 
• Equipment
 
• Facilities
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In addition, your survey should include information about specific technology
 
use,both by staffmembers and by students. A table similar to the one below
 
could be used as an indicator ofin-schooltechnology use by staffor students.
 
Technology Not 
Available 
Not 
Used 
Seldom 
Used 
Regularly:Expert i' 
Used User 
MS-DOS operating 
system 
Windows operating 
lisystem 
Apple 11 system 
Macintosh system 
;Other system 
I CD-ROM drives
 
:VCR/Television
 
iLaserdisc players
 
I nternet Connection
 
;Camcorder
 
I Video Editing
 
Equipment
 
IITelecommunications /1
 
Distance Learning
 
:Local Area Network
 
Instructional
 
Television(ITV)
 
Printers
 
jScaimers
 
iWord Processing
 
iPresentation Tools
 
Mullimedia
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Other technology surveys:
 
Detailed Survey ofTechnology Use
 
Mankato Internet Skill Rubric - tests personal use ofthe Internet,including
 
e-mail,newsgroups,ftp,search tools,and on-line ethics.
 
Highland Park Elementary.Texas - Survey ofattitudes and use oftechnology
 
Richardson.Texas School District - Statement ofExisting Conditions
 
Return to Table ofContents
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HBP
 
Goals and Objectives;
 
Why do we include specific goals and objectives in our Technology
 
Use Plan? The purpose ofthe Technology Use Plan is to answer the question;
 
What,specifically,are you going to do with the technology? It is critical that the
 
curricular goals in the TUP extend the goals already in existence for each subject
 
area. The Planning Committee needs to first consider the mostcommon ways
 
technology may used within the educational setting. Then,specific goals and
 
objectives must be written.
 
How do we write goals and objectives for technology use? Goals for
 
educational technology will generally fall into one ofthe following broad areas:
 
communication,information processing, productivity,curriculum integration,and
 
training and staffdevelopment. The goals are a broad statement ofhow you see
 
technology helping you fulfill your instructional objectives in general. Objectives
 
are specifics ofwhat your will do to meet your goal.
 
To make the TUP easier to follow,it may be helpful to group goals that fall under
 
the same broad curricular area or that use similar skills. Another possible way to
 
order goals is to putthe goals in a sortofdevlopmental order, with the goals your
 
site is close to reaching first, and those that require a significant amount oftime,
 
training,and/or money to implement at the end.
 
Sample Goals and Objectives, grouped bv type oftechnology use
 
Other sites containing specific goals and objectives:
 
• Bellingham.Washington Technologv Plan
 
• Utah Information Technologv Scope and Sequence by grade level
 
• Technologv Scope and Sequence:School District 71,Comox Valley,B.C.
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Goals and Objectives
 
aasiiii
 
Sample Goals and Objectives, grouped by type of
 
technology use:
 
Computer Assisted Learning(drill and practice, simulations)
 
• Sample Goal: Students will use technology to increase their skill and
 
understanding in the content areas through the use ofdrill and simulation
 
software.
 
• Sample Objective: Students will use simulation software to increase their
 
understanding ofwestward expansion.
 
Application Software(word processing, database,spreadsheet,
 
graphics)
 
• Sample Goal: Students will communicate effectively through application
 
software.
 
• Sample Objective: Students will word process and edit a document.
 
Storage and retrieval ofinformation(searchable database,CD-ROM,
 
Internet)
 
• Sample Goal: Students will use a variety ofresearch tools to discover
 
primary and secondary sources related to currieular report topics.
 
• Sample Objective: Students will use search strategies to retrieve
 
information from the Internet.
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Telecommunications(e-mail, voice mail,Internet)
 
• Sample Goal: Students will share information with students at remote
 
locations.
 
• Sample Objective: Students will compose and send e-mail related to
 
curricular projects..
 
Presentation ofinformation(multimedia)
 
• Sample Goal: Students will communicate visually,graphically,and
 
artistically through multimedia presentations.
 
• Sample Objective: Students will create a video presentation exploring the
 
completion ofthe trans-continental railroad..
 
Teacher productivity(gradebook,automated attendance)
 
• Sample Goal: Teachers will use the computer in the classroom as a
 
managementtool.
 
• Sample Objective: Teachers will keep student grade information using a
 
spreadsheet or grade management software.
 
Return to Goalsand Objectives
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Implementation Plan
 
L
 
How do we make it all work?
 
Infrastructure Whatphysical infrasture is necessary for optimum technology
 
implementation? What other things must we take into consideration?
 
StaffTraining How do we learn the skills necessary to implement effective
 
technology use?How can we make sure our staffdevelopmenttime and money
 
are used to our best advantage?
 
Purchases.Fimding.Maintenance.Upgrades Whatis necessary to keep
 
our technology up-to-date and working well to meet our goals? Where can we
 
find the money to pay for the technology we want?
 
Time Line How do we decide what our first priority should be?
 
Return to Table ofContents
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Infrastructure and
 
Technical Support
 
What is infrastructure? Infrastructure refers to the hardware,software,
 
personnel,and knowledge necessary to meetthe goals and objectives ofthe
 
Technology UsePlan.
 
The mostcommon usage ofthe term infrastructure refers specifically to the
 
networking capabilities ofa site. Wiring plans should be written by an expert
 
who takes into account wiring and other hardware specifications as they apply to
 
the educational setting. All wiring and hardware should generally be compatible
 
with district specifications,and mayeven be a part ofa district wiring plan.
 
Another common usage ofthe word infrastructure refers to the levels ofsupport
 
for technology. This infrastructure is informational,rather than physical. It is
 
importantfor schools to develop an informational infrastructure,in which they
 
are a part ofa group working towards a common goal. When you need a certain
 
expertise,it is helpful to be able to turn to your informational infrastructure for
 
support and advice.People in this informational infrastructure mightinclude
 
teachers and parents,as well as stafffrom other sites, business partners,and
 
government officials.
 
Whatfactors should we take into consideration when wiring schools?
 
Ifyou are wiring your school in such a way that teacher and/or students have
 
access to a network in general,and the Internet in particular, it is important that
 
an Acceptable Use Policy(AUP)is part ofyour Technology Use Plan.
 
Students need to be aware that there are acceptable and unacceptable uses ofthe
 
Internet and other networks. Legal and ethical issues should be a part ofthe
 
curriculum at every grade level. In addition,learning to evaluate sources for bias
 
and accuracy teaches students to be mature consumers ofinformation. It is
 
important that the school requires students and their parents to be responsible
 
users ofnetwork technology by having them sign an Acceptable Use Policy. The
 
AUP sets the standards users mustfollow when using an intra-school network.
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or when accessing remote locations through the school network. MostAUPs are
 
divided into five sections: general statement ofpurpose,acceptable uses,
 
unacceptable uses,consequences,and a signature form.
 
Sample Acceptable Use Plan
 
AUPson the WWW
 
Sources ofNetworking Information;
 
• Pre-networking Survey Helps you determine what you must know
 
before you begin designing your network.
 
• How to Choose the Right Computer Network This site provides
 
extensive technical information on the many types ofcomputer networks
 
currently available.
 
• Web66's Network Construction Kit Basic overview ofLANs and
 
WANsfor beginning networkers.
 
• Design Guide for School Networks Everything you need to know to
 
set up a school network.
 
• Building a School Network A guide for school sites,focusing
 
primarily on the Macintosh platform.
 
• Big LanFAQ Answersfrom the BIG-LAN mailing list, dealing with
 
technical issues such as protocol and cable.
 
• State Networking Project Includes statistics on schools and districts
 
which are currently on-line,as well as some general connectivity issues and
 
problems you might encounter.
 
Return to Implementation Plan
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Acceptable Use Policy
 
"The power ofa democratic system to adapt to change is vastly
 
strengthened by the freedom ofits citizens to choose widely
 
from among conflictiing opinions offered freely to them."
 
-Library Bill ofRights
 
General Statement ofPurpose:
 
Any person accessing this network agrees to the terms and conditions outlined
 
in the operating rules below.
 
This network is established for the educational and professional use ofstudents,
 
faculty,and staff. The use ofthis network must be in support oflearning,
 
education and research goals and objectives,whether the learning is self
 
directed or as a part ofa structured class experience.By providing this service to
 
students,faculty and staff,the school(district)intends to promote educational
 
excellence through resource sharing and collaboration.
 
The school(district)connection provides direct access to the Internet. Through
 
the use ofthe Internet, we expect students and staffto be able to communicate
 
and share information with individuals or groups throughoutthe world,access
 
and use information sources from remote locations,and significantly expand
 
their knowledge base.
 
Connections to computers and people all over the world can allow material that
 
is without educational value to be accessed. It is the users responsibility to use
 
the Internet in an ethical and legal manner.Users(and parents ofstudents who
 
are users)must understand that it is impossible for the school(district)to
 
monitor all ofthe data that is available. Some ofthe information available is
 
controversial,and may be inappropriate or offensive. The school(district)does
 
not condone the use ofsuch materials.
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Users may encounter material which is eontroversiai and which users,parents,
 
teachers or administrators may consider inappropriate or offensive. However,on
 
a global network it is impossible to control effectively the content ofdata and an
 
industrious user may discover controversial material. It is the users
 
responsibility notto initiate access to such material. Any decision by the district
 
to restrict access to Internet material shall not be deemed to impose any duty on
 
the district to regulate the content ofmaterial on the Internet.
 
Electronic mail may be used for any legal and ethical purpose.
 
Acceptable Uses
 
The use ofthis account mustbe for educational and research activities,and be
 
consistent with the educational objectives ofthe school and district. Students are
 
expected adhere to the same standards which they are held to elsewhere in the
 
school(district)community.The rules for this network conform to the
 
guidelines ofthe broader rules and expectations ofthe school.
 
1. Exercise goodjudgement in visiting sites. Do not visit sites which appear to
 
contain objectionable material. Ask a teacher ifyou are unsure ifthe site is
 
appropriate.
 
2. Be polite and use appropriate language on all on-line communications.
 
Avoidjokes or statements that mightoffend people.
 
3. Ensure personal privacy by not giving out name,address,or phone number.
 
Respect the privacy ofothers by never trying to access other people's files
 
or mail.
 
4. Never delete or change any application or file belonging to the network or
 
another person.
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Unacceptable Uses:
 
Illegal and unethical behavior is prohibited,as is behavior that is not consistent
 
with the goals ofthis educational institution. The following behaviors are
 
specifically disallowed:
 
• Slander and Libel
 
• Vandalism
 
• Invasion ofPrivacy
 
• Theft
 
• Copyright Violations
 
• Harassment
 
• Inappropriate Access
 
• Chain Letters
 
• Commercial Activities
 
Monitoring / Consequences
 
The school(district)reserves the right to limit,suspend,or terminate access
 
privileges to any user at any time. The school(district)reserves the right to
 
review any material on user accounts and to monitor fileserver space in order to
 
make determinations on whether specific uses ofthe network are inappropriate.
 
Any user violating these rules,applicable state and federal laws or posted
 
classroom and district rules is subject to loss ofnetwork privileges and any other
 
disciplinary actions deemed appropriate by the school(district).
 
Agreement Contract
 
Each person who has access to the school(district)network should have a
 
completed Acceptable Use Policy Contract on file. When students have access
 
to the network,the form should be signed by the student,the parent,and the
 
teacher.
 
Student:I, ,have read and understand the Acceptable Use Policy and
 
agree to all ofthe provisions. I will exercise responsible behavior when on the
 
Internet. I understand that any violations ofthe above guidelines will result in
 
immediate suspension ofmyInternet privileges,and further disciplinary
 
measures may be taken as well.
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Parent:I, ,as the parent/guardian ofthe above named student,have
 
read and understood the Acceptable Use Policy and I hereby give permission for
 
my son/daughter to use the Internet. I understand that this access is designed for
 
educational purposes,and that my child is required to follow this policy. I
 
further understand that there is a potential for my son/daughter to access
 
information on the Internet thatI may consider inappropriate and that
 
reasonable effort will be made on the part ofthe instructor to restrict access to
 
such information,but that my son/daughter is ultimately responsible for
 
restricting himself/herselffrom inappropriate information.
 
Instructor:I, ,request the above named student be given network
 
access. I understand thatthe Internet is a reference tool to be used in
 
conjunction with other resources to complete the curriculum goals.
 
Sample wording provided in this document was compiled from various
 
Acceptable Use Policies available on the World Wide Web.The following sites
 
provide further examplesofAUPsthat have been adopted:
 
• General info on AUPs bv Internet School Networking Group
 
• Washington School Information Processing Cooperative
 
• Telis Acceptable Use Policv
 
• Hawken School Computer Network
 
• Fraser Vallev Communitv Information Society
 
• Davea Career Center
 
• Los Angeles Unified School District Information Technologv Division
 
• Kings Countv Office ofEducation
 
• Blach Middle School
 
Return toImplementationPlan
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Training and StaffDevelopment
 
Doesthis sound familiar? One teacher takes atwo-day training on one
 
specific software package(which may or may not actually exist at the
 
school site). Thatteacher then presents everything they learned to the
 
staffas a 15 minute segmentofthe monthly staffmeeting. With staff
 
development practices such as these,it is hardly surprising that so much
 
educational technology sits idle in the classroom!
 
Why do we plan for staffdevelopment? The single greatest indicator of
 
successful implementation oftechnology into the curriculum is teachers'positive
 
attitudes and skill in use. This indicates that a significant portion ofour technology
 
planning musttake staffdevelopment into consideration. Staffdevelopment,like
 
the other areas ofthe TUP you have written,is most effective ifit is coordinated
 
and clearly articulated to tie into technology goals and objectives.
 
How do we design staffdevelopment for technology? Effective staff
 
development means offering on-going,hands-on training to teachers in the
 
technology they will use in the classroom. Quality staffdevelopment is driven by
 
the staff. When teachers determine for themselves whatthey need to learn,there is
 
a positive feeling ofownership in the staffdevelopment,and a greater likelihood
 
that the skills and information from the training will be retained,internalized,and
 
integrated.
 
Effective staffdevelopment can not be a "one-shot" occurrence. It must be a
 
process:
 
• Technology training introduces teachers to technology concepts and skills.
 
• Continuous practice ofskills gives teachers a chance to internalize their new
 
skills and become comfortable with technology use. This brings up a side
 
issue: It is a waste oftime and money to train people on technology they have
 
no access to.
 
• Peer coaching and collaboration let teachers share ideas and insights as to how
 
to implementthe technology into their own unique situation. The ability to
 
collaborate on the implementation oftechnology skills is the number one
 
indicator ofsuccess!
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Technical support is critical to the success ofa staffdevelopment program.
 
Especially at the beginning ofthe learning curve,the teacher's focus must be
 
on implementation ofthe technology,not on maintaining the equipment.
 
Therefore,keeping the technology functioning at its optimal level is at least
 
tangentially related to the staffdevelopment process.
 
Characteristics ofSuccessful StaffDevelopment
 
Secure
 
Part ofthe group
 
Use lots ofpraise
 
Facilitators	 Encourage participants to construct their own meaning
 
Follow up with participants regularly(monthly or
 
bi-monthly)
 
Volunteers who wantto attend the training
 
Partofateam that works well together
 
Representa variety ofpositions(teacher,administrator,

Participants
 parent)
 
Have access to the technology they are being trained in
 
Work stations available for each participant orteam of
 
participants
 
Comfortable atmosphere
 
Time for exploration oftechnology

Environment
 Collaboration and sharing is encouraged,both in using the
 
technology and determining how to effectively integrate it
 
into the classroom
 
Based on curricular needs ofthe teachers
 
Emphasison immediate classroom use
 
Demonstrates positive impacton student learning

Content
 Software use is taught within a curricular area,rather than
 
in isolation
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Other StaffDevelopment Resources;
 
• TheJASON Foundation for Education
 
Return toImplementation Section
 
Return to Table ofContents
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SiiliiSlfilSisiBiBSiilsllBBIIIIIIiiBIBIIBISBeiBiiliiill*
 
Purchase,Maintenance,and
 
Upgrade Plan
 
When purchasing technology,each group ofacquisitions should lead
 
directly toward the vision and goals ofthe site. This means that you do
 
not purchase computers withoutthe necessary software! Digital
 
cameras,which mightbe used to capture images ofstudent work for
 
Internet publication,require video in/out cards on the computer.The
 
purchasing plan should address such issues as connectivity,as well as
 
installation,repair,and maintenance costs.
 
Why do we plan for purchases,maintenance,and upgrades? Unless
 
your school hasfound some type ofon-goingfunding bonanza,the issue ofhow
 
to pay for technology purchases is a very important part ofthe Technology Use
 
Plan. Historically,technology has been an add-on;something that was
 
purchased with one-time monies such as lottery funds or grants.
 
Your Technology Use Plan,however,changes that. It makestechnology a
 
priority in how teachers will teach and how students will learn, which means it
 
must be a part ofthe regular instructional budget. Just as schools have a line
 
item budget for textbooks,library materials,and other instructional supplies,
 
they mustbudgetfor technology.
 
How do we plan for maintenance and upgrades?The one thing you can
 
rely on is that technology is developing so fast that it is impossible to keep up
 
with.By writing goals and objectives thatfocus on the learner, you have given
 
yourselfthe opportunity to purchase whatever technology best meets those
 
needs when the time comes to buy. You are not locked in to a certain brand or
 
model.
 
As you purchase new technology,however,decisions need to be made about
 
older equipment.Is is useless because it is no longer state-of-the-art? Can it still
 
be used to meetsome goals and objectives called for in your plan? Ifnot,can it
 
be economically upgraded so that it will meetthose needs? Ifnothing else,can
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it be used at another site,or broken down for parts? A plan that deals with what
 
will happen when technology becomes outdated will find you prepared for these
 
issues.
 
Migration oftechnology means moving equipmentto areas ofless intense usage
 
when it becomes outdated. For example,ifone primary goal for seventh and
 
eighth graders is to produce multi-media presentations ofcontent knowledge,
 
there is a need for fairly powerful,connective equipment.Ifa goal for third and
 
fourth graders is to use word processing and HyperStudio to create a
 
presentation,less powerful equipment may serve their purpose.Ifkindergarten
 
and first grade students are using interactive books on CD-ROM,they need
 
speeds that keep the experience from becoming frustrating. Sixth graders
 
accessing encyclopedia information from CD-ROM may be better able to cope
 
with slightly slower speeds. All working technology you have available can be
 
useful in some way.Find that use,and you have developed a plan for migration
 
oftechnology.
 
To keep your technology current,and provide the opportunities you wish to
 
provide for your students,other funding strategies may need to be developed.A
 
plan for aggressively seeking grant opportunities,as well as for building
 
community partnerships belongs in the funding section ofthe TUP.
 
Sites that offer information about grants and other funding sources:
 
• Quest:NASA'sK-12 Internet Initiative
 
• Resource Guide to Federal Funding for Technology
 
• Yahoo:Registry for Education:Grants
 
Return to Implementation Section
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Creating a Time Line
 
Why do we include a time line? A time line is a graphical way to illustrate
 
your school site's priorities. It shows where the plan is going,and whatsteps will
 
be required to get there.
 
How do we write a time line?A time line should include:
 
• Which goals will be addressed first,second,third,etc.
 
• When training will take place
 
• When purchases will be made
 
• When evaluation and revision will be done
 
Unless your school has discovered a funding bonanza,it will be impossible to
 
purchase all ofthe components called for. In any case,since it takes time to train
 
teachers on the use ofnew technology,there is no point in purchasing everything
 
at once. When prioritizing,each site(or district) must determine which ofthe
 
technology uses to meettheir vision and goals are mostimportant to them. They
 
must also determine which "necessary technologies" are currently most realistic,
 
based upon existing infrastructure,teacher interest and training,level ofsupport,
 
and funding. Another way to approach prioritizing is to look at the mostimportant
 
long range goal,regardless ofcost. The shortterm goal,in such a case,would be
 
to ensure that all ofthe components,including infrastructure,training,support,
 
and funding are addressed first.
 
Technology Use Plan Time Line;
 
• Cupertino Union School District
 
Return to Implementation Section
 
Return to Table ofContents
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 Evaluation and Revision
 
Why do we need to include a section on evaluation and revision? If
 
you have been following the steps provided in this web site, you have probably
 
ereated a Technology Use Plan that effectively meets your needs,at least for
 
right now.A truly effective Technology Use Plan,however,plans for the future
 
by recognizing that your vision,goals,and objectives may change,as might your
 
staffdevelopment needs,infrastructure plans,and timelines. Therefore,an
 
effective TUP contains a method for evaluating both the plan and the results of
 
the plan,and a system for revising and improving it.
 
It is also a good idea to do yearly "status reports" which show what progress has
 
been made and which areas need further attention. This accountability makes
 
the TUP more credible in the eyes ofthose who doubtthe usefulness ofthe
 
document.
 
How do we evaluate our Techology Use Plan? When you finish writing
 
your TUP,before you publish it, you need to make sure that the objectives ofa
 
TUP are met.A good Technology Plan:
 
• looks at both long term and short term goals.
 
• Focuses on what students will do with technology before whattechnology
 
is needed.
 
• Stresses integration;technology as a tool rather than being simply a product
 
that"enhances"regular instruction.
 
• Includes many different types oftechnology.
 
• Includes a staffdevelopment plan.
 
Minimum standards ofa Technologv Use Plan was developed to evaluate the
 
readiness ofa district for technology grant applications and implementation of
 
infrastructure.
 
How do we evaluate our growth for the year? The simplest method of
 
evaluation is to re-administer the survey you did early in the planning process.
 
This will show changes in attitude and comfort level,and will also help you
 
determine teachers'wants and needs for the revision process.
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Another evaluation tool is to have your team examine eaeh goal and objeetive,
 
asking:
 
1. Has this goal been met?
 
2. Is this goal still valid?
 
3. Do we wantto keep,modify,or delete this goal?
 
4. Have our priorities changed?
 
How do we plan for revision? After taking a year-end survey,your needs
 
for staffdevelopmentfor the following year should be clear. Rather than
 
planning staffdevelopmentfor the next three years,simply write into your plan
 
that you will evaluate your needs each Spring,and plan your staffdevelopment
 
for the following year accordingly.
 
To revise your timeline,you will evaluate the goals,objectives,and priorities,
 
then modify your timeline to reflect any changes.Be aware thatfew schools are
 
able to stick to the timeline they set themselves in the first year,let alone over a
 
three to five year period. Don'tfeel bad ifyou only got to halfofthe things you
 
had hoped to accomplish: you are still making progress,and your goals are clear.
 
In your evaluation,acknowledge your successes,no matter how small,and keep
 
the tone positive. You will feel better and encourage more people ifyou focus
 
on the positive,especially in written statements ofevaluation.
 
Other evaluation resources:
 
• RISD Measurement ofTechnology Standards
 
Return to Table ofContents
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 Minimum Standardsfor
 
Technology Use Plans
 
It is recommended that school sites use these
 
statements ofminimum standards after they have
 
completed the first draft oftheir Technology Use Plan.
 
Use ofthis matrix may help school sites discover the
 
strengths and weaknesses oftheir TUP.
 
- s
 
Clearly stated vision ofhow equitable access to i|
 
technology will support classroom teaching and
 
learning experiences
 
Explains whytechnologies chosen are the
 
correct tools to meet educational
 
needs.Activities described show sound
 
Vision and
 innovative approaches to structuring of:
 
Originality
 
• curriculum
 
• classroom instruction
 
• classroom management.
 
Vision and activities indicate student eentered
 
teaching methods which improve student
 
learning and effective classroom structure.
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Technology
 
Integration
 
Outcomes and
 
Assessment
 
Collaboration
 
Technology used as a tool to support learning
 
in core curriculum areas.
 
Proposal incorporates varied uses oftechnology
 
(laser disks,CDs,VCR,TVs,overheads,LCD
 
panels,video cameras,computers,etc).
 
Plan takes full advantage ofthe
 
communications and information retrieval
 
capabilities of:
 
• Internet
 
• Library resources
 
• Universities
 
• Other technologies
 
Goals,outcomes,and assessments are well
 
defined and clearly linked
 
Goals,outcomes,and assessments are linked to
 
State Frameworks
 
Measurementtools are clearly described.
 
Clearly defined articulation ofexpected
 
outcomes between schools and grade levels.
 
Ongoing review oftechnology usage.
 
Statement ofhow and when teachers will be
 
given opportunities to collaborate in the
 
development and implementation ofcurricular
 
uses oftechnology.
 
Examples ofstudent interaction and
 
collaboration.
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Professional
 
Development and
 
Support
 
Timeline
 
Security
 
Return to Table ofContents
 
History ofprofessional development related to
 
the integration oftechnology into the
 
classroom.
 
Plan for on going professional development
 
related to integration oftechnology into the
 
classroom.
 
Proposal includes realistic appraisal ofwhat is
 
necessary to successfully integrate technology
 
into classrooms.
 
Clear plan for ongoing maintenance,funding,
 
and support ofthe infrastructure. Contains a
 
sequential plan for implementation of
 
technology into the schools.
 
A well defined hardware utilization plan which
 
addresses flexibility,longevity,upgradability,
 
and scalability.
 
Clearly defined security plan.
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On-Line References
 
The following resources represent some technology planning information
 
available on the web.Every effort is made to ensure that these links are current.
 
Ifyou encounter a problem,or know ofa site you feel should be included on this
 
list, please e-mail the author.
 
• National Long-Range Technology Plan
 
• Technology Planning:Recipe for Success
 
• Smart Valley.Inc. TechnologyPlanning Guidebook
 
• Choosing and Using Educational Technology
 
• Natonal Center for Technology Planning
 
• Technology Plan Archives for Northwest States
 
• Schools Project(University ofIllinois)
 
• California Grant-winning Technology Plans
 
• Richardson(TX)Independent School District Technology Plan
 
• Indicators ofHigh Technology Performance
 
• The Switched-On Classroom
 
• British Columbia Technology Planning Guide
 
• Public Schools ofNorth Carolina
 
• From Now On:The Educational Technology Journal
 
• EduTech:Educational Technology and Resources
 
" EdWeb:Exploring Technology and School Reform
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APPENDIX B
 
Creating a Technology Use Plan: Disk Copy
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APPENDIX C:
 
GONSENTFORM
 
agree to review the on-line tutorial
 
"Creating a Technology Use Plan". I understand that reviewing this tutorial is
 
entirely voluntary; I can choose not to participate at any time, and have the
 
results of my participation returned to me or destroyed.
 
Thefollowing have been explained to me:
 
1. The purpose of this on-line tutorial is to provide a guide for site technology
 
planners to develop an effective Technology Use Plan.
 
2. The procedure I will be involved in includes answering survey questions.
 
3. This participation will not in any way affect how I am evaluated,and will
 
involve no risks of any kind.
 
4. The results ofthis participation will remain confidential, and will not be
 
released in any individually identifiable form without my prior consent, unless
 
required by law.
 
5. The investigator will answer anyfurther questions about the study either now
 
or during the course ofthe investigation.
 
Signature Date
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